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NIELSEN: LINEAR TV STILL THE KING OF DAILY VIEWING
STREAMING TRENDS VARY ACROSS U.S. REGIONS
The general consensus over the last couple of years has
been that streaming is on the rise across the United States
and is threatening traditional TV habits, TVTechnology
reports.
There’s certainly evidence of streaming’s growth, but
as a recent Nielsen report highlights, the emergence of
streaming has yet to totally grasp U.S. viewers and can
vary depending on what regions of the country are focused
on.
In Nielsen’s latest Local Watch Report, it acknowledges
that 56 percent of U.S. adults stream non-linear content to
their TVs, but traditional linear TV still garners
the majority of viewers’ times. Nielsen found
that the average adult streamer spends 57
minutes a day streaming non-linear content,
while they will spend an average of two hours
and 42 minutes watching traditional linear TV.
Still, Nielsen’s report reveals that streaming is becoming
an increasingly popular service, but just how much can
depend on specific regions. For instance, device ownership
has seen more growth in southern markets than any other
over the last two years, with cities like Memphis, Tenn.;
Birmingham, Ala.; Greensboro, N.C.; Louisville, Ky.; and
Nashville, Tenn., seeing about a 20 percent increase in
streaming device ownership between 2017 and 2019.
In Local People Meter markets, which include 25 of 26
of the country’s largest designated market areas, homes
spend the most time streaming non-linear content to their
TVs, in most cases above the national average of just
over two hours. Nielsen points out that in markets like
these, it would likely behove local stations to invest in OTT
strategies with services like apps for streaming devices.
Similar methods could be applied for set meter markets,
per Nielsen, as the report indicates that non-linear
streaming video has its highest reach in these markets.
Examples like Austin, Texas (70%), Cincinnati (67%) and
San Diego (66%) come in above the national average of 59
percent for TV streaming reach.
Market’s conversion rate — access to a streaming device
compared to usage — also differs widely depending on
markets. Of Austin’s 76 percent of adults with a streaming
device, 70 percent use them for streaming; a 93 percent
conversion rate, the highest in the U.S. Columbus, Ohio,
comes in second with a conversion rate of 92 percent.
But cities like Philadelphia and Seattle have the lowest
conversion rates, 71 percent and 74 percent, respectively.
The average age of streamers can also vary from market
to market. While millennials lead the way in streaming
overall, set meter markets have a median average age of
50 among its streamers.
“In order to activate in the space, marketers, stations and
advertisers need to understand that streaming activity is
not all the same — especially at the local level,” Nielsen’s
report concluded.

ADVERTISER NEWS
Nordstrom’s first two New York City Nordstrom Local
stores opening this month will accept returns of online
purchases from competing retailers including Kohl’s and
Macy’s, Bloomberg reports. The service at the small-format
stores is designed to provide convenience for consumers
and make returned merchandise available for sale before it
goes out of style, Nordstrom President Jamie Nordstrom
said... Party City will open about 275 seasonal Halloween
City stores in the U.S. and create 25,000 temporary jobs to
staff them this year, the company said. Around 10 percent
of those new hires are expected to return for next year’s
Halloween season, and 15 percent of Party
City’s current employees got their start
during the Halloween season, njbiz.com
reports... Lululemon will expand its higherend Lululemon Lab streetwear brand to
45 Lululemon stores and launch online sales of the fall
collection next week, Women’s Wear Daily reports. The first
Lululemon Lab shop debuted as a Vancouver concept store
a decade ago, and the first U.S. location opened in 2016 in
New York City... Neiman Marcus is launching online-only
mattress sales in partnership with luxury brands Aireloom,
Shifman, Royal-Pedic and Sferra, The Dallas Morning
News reports. The products, which range in price from
$2,000 to nearly $20,000, are part of a new online shopping
page called “The Art of Sleep,” which also features pajamas,
pillows and other sleep-related items... After Walmart asked
customers not to bring guns into its stores, even in states
where it’s legal, at least four other retailers have joined in,
AdAge reports. CVS, Walgreens and Wegmans Food
Markets made similar statements last week. Kroger has
also adopted a similar policy. Walmart, still reeling from
two deadly shootings in U.S. stores this summer, also said
it would stop selling ammunition used in handguns and
military-style weapons... McDonald’s USA and Grubhub
are partnering to expand the McDelivery online and mobile
delivery service to approximately 500 restaurants in the
New York City and tri-state area, Chain Store Age reports.
McDelivery will be available on the Grubhub marketplace
and Grubhub’s New York-based Seamless platform.
Launched in partnership with UberEats in 2017, McDelivery
will now be available in more than 10,000 restaurants across
all 50 states. McDonald’s expects McDelivery to be a $4
billion business for both corporate and franchise restaurants
globally in 2019... Target’s customer traffic is off to a “torrid”
pace in Q3 with sharp year-over-year spikes in the backto-school season, according to research by foot traffic
analytics firm Placer.ai. The firm found that customer visits
to Target the week of Aug. 12 jumped 27.5 percent above
the retailer’s baseline, well over the previous year’s backto-school bump. The two weeks prior to that saw spikes of
21.1 percent and 15.3 percent, respectively, over Target’s
baseline traffic. That means “the Back-to-School period may
actually be extending for Target,” according to Placer.ai.

NEXSTAR SETTLES FCC KIDVID PROBE
AVAILS
An investigation into whether two local Nexstar TV stations
WEAR-TV in beautiful Pensacola, Fla., is seeking a
violated FCC requirements has resulted in a $109,076 fine Digital Sales Manager. The DSM will ensure that all
for the broadcaster, Rapid TV News reports.
digital objectives, including internet and mobile, maintain
The FCC was investigating whether KARK-TV Little or exceed company revenue growth goals.
Rock (Ark.) and KFDX-TV Wichita (Kan.) had filed the Candidates must have the ability to lead,
requisite quarterly reports to meet KidVid requirements. Its train and direct professionals successfully,
regulations require stations to file quarterly reports on their and have working knowledge of new media,
efforts “to serve the educational and informational needs digital interactive initiatives, social media
of children.” The FCC concluded that Nexstar had indeed and content. Five years’ management
failed to follow the commission’s processing guidelines.
experience, preferable in a TV sales
The investigation came in the context of
environment, and strong communication
Nexstar seeking licence renewal for the
skills required. TV background or digital
two stations. The FCC found that, given
management experience a plus. CLICK
The good part of having
the monetary settlement, and a pledge
HERE for more info or to apply now.
five kids is that there is
from Nexstar to adopt a compliance
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE, Tampa, Fla.
always at least one having
plan going forward, the stations could
— FOX O&O, WTVT: This opening at
a horrible morning.
renew their licences.
the top-rated station in Tampa requires
The news comes just after AT&T and
the servicing of existing transactional
Nexstar said they reached a multi-year
accounts along with the development
retransmission consent agreement for
of new broadcast and digital business.
Jim Gaffigan
the latter’s 120 TV stations in 97 U.S.
Candidate must be highly motivated
markets. The deal ended a blackout
and possess strong presentation and
that began in July.
prospecting skills. Position requires prior broadcast sales
experience, preferably in an LPM market. Excel and Power
NETWORK NEWS
Point are a must, and a working knowledge of WideOrbit,
The kickoff of the NFL season on NBC Thursday night PRIME Lingo and Kantar Media a plus. College degree
scored the best ratings for the opening game since 2016. is preferred. CLICK HERE for more info or to apply now.
The Green Bay Packers’ 10-3 win over the Chicago EOE.
Bears averaged 22 million viewers in the finals, a 16
Cox Media, Metairie, La., is looking for an exceptional
percent boost over the 18.98 million who tuned in last year. Local Sales Manager. The LSM will lead, manage a
Streaming on NBC and NFL digital properties averaged local sales team, and oversee all sales activities creating
627,000 viewers, an all-time high for NBC’s primetime a high-performing, fun and successful team environment.
NFL package. The 22 million viewers for Thursday’s game The LSM will use Cox Media cable television and digital
are the most for any sporting event in the U.S. since the advertising solutions as the foundation of marketing
Super Bowl in February... NBC has landed TriBeCa, an campaigns to grow revenue in local and regional markets.
hourlong drama based on the hit Korean original series Bachelor’s degree and 2+ years’ experience leading a
Sky Castle. It has received a put pilot commitment. team of 5 or more people required. Please CLICK HERE to
Described as a sophisticated family drama set in New apply online. EOE M/V/D/F.
York’s most expensive ZIP code, the show explores the
KSDK, 5 On Your Side in St. Louis, is seeking a Digital
inner lives of a group of families and the lengths they’ll go Sales Manager to develop and execute a winning sales
to ensure their children succeed, regardless of the cost... strategy that delivers customized customer solutions
Tanya Rivero has been named an anchor at CBSN, CBS through an integrated suite of media platforms. Candidates
News’ streaming service, effective toay. Rivero, who had will have a deep knowledge of digital sales and the ability
been a freelance anchor and reporter for CBSN, anchored to lead and mentor a team to ensure the station achieves
the service’s live coverage of the Mueller report and had all digital revenue goals. Five years of advertising, media
one of the first interviews with Rep. Alexandria Ocasio- or digital sales experience, strong communication skills
Cortez (D-N.Y.) before she was elected to Congress. and the ability to multi-task and follow through on projects
Before CBS News, Rivero was anchor of Lunch Break to completion are required. CLICK HERE for more info or
with Tanya Rivero on WSJ Live. She also worked as an to apply now. EOE.
anchor and correspondent for ABC News. She began her
Hearst Television’s WCVB-TV, Boston, has an opening
journalism career at WCBS-TV, New York. Before that, for a Digital Client Services Coordinator. The Digital
she was a dancer with the New York City Ballet... John Client Services Coordinator will play a
Wesley, an actor known for his work in film and television, vital role in the planning, execution and
has died. The death was confirmed by his family, who said delivery of digital marketing campaigns.
it stemmed from complications in a long-time battle with They are responsible for planning
multiple myeloma. His TV resume includes appearances on and implementing strategic marketing
Frasier, The Jeffersons, Benson and The Fresh Prince programs using WCVB’s digital products
of Bel Air, as well as the character Willie on the Jamie while developing their knowledge and skill set of digital and
Foxx Show. He also appeared on episodes of JAG, Hill technology marketing. Click HERE to apply. EOE M/F/D/V.
Street Blues and In the Heat of the Night. John Wesley
was 72 years old.
See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.
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HOW TO HELP REPS ACHIEVE THEIR BOON
NFL AD PRICING IS MAKING A COMEBACK
Every sales rep dreams of making their BOON – the one
AdAge reports that NFL ad pricing has rebounded after
big sale that defines their career and future. Sales managers last year’s drop, with buyers reporting the average unit cost
likely have had such events. You
of a 30-second in-game spot purchased in the 2019-20
can help your reps score similar
upfront was up 5 percent to 10 percent compared to the
deals by following the advice of
year-ago bazaar.
Michael Tracy, the founder of Sales Journey.
Dollar volume also has improved, with advertisers pinning
A consistent approach to selling is the best path to more of their budgets to media’s most reliable reach vehicle.
eventually landing the whale. Explain the key performance
Pricing increases are determined by a number of factors,
indicators that reps must meet, and start tracking them. For including day parts, ratings projections and the pedigree
example, face-to-face meetings may be the key to closing of the teams competing in a given broadcast. Thus far,
business for your company. If reps know
one of the most expensive buys on the
they have to hit the goal of two faceschedule is the Dallas Cowboys-New
to-face meetings a week, they’ll think
England Patriots showdown set to
Hollywood is a place where
outside the box to reach that goal. Maybe
air in Fox’s national Sunday afternoon
they’ll pay you a thousand
they’ll reach out to more prospects with
window on Nov. 24; the average cost
dollars for a kiss and fifty
video calls, as they generally count as
of buying a half-minute spot in this rare
cents for your soul.
face-to-face meetings. The point is, your
meeting between America’s Team and
people will know they have to hit specific
the defending Super Bowl champs is
numbers, and they’ll try harder when
north of $800,000 a pop.
they know you’re tracking them.
Despite the higher cost of reaching
Marilyn Monroe
Take the time to coach each rep on
NFL fans, media partners CBS, Fox,
individual weaknesses. You can tackle
NBC and ESPN are holding back
tough topics, like how to get more face-to-face meetings, inventory for what’s expected to be a powerhouse scatter
during your one-on-ones. Remember to keep the feedback market. All told, the four networks nailed down more than
loop going continuously. Gen X and Z sales team members $2 billion in regular-season upfront commitments, thanks in
came of age with constant feedback. If you don’t tell them large part to the NFL’s hegemonic chokehold over the rest
how their tough presentation went, they get nervous and of the TV space and a 2018 ratings rebound that went a
stop focusing on making that next sales call.
long way toward calming many advertisers’ nerves after two
To help your reps reach their BOON, explain the sales consecutive years of declines.
journey. Then tell them what to focus on, measure their
results, and provide frequent feedback on what’s working U.S. ECONOMY ADDED 130,000 JOBS IN AUGUST
and what they need to change.
Hiring slowed in August as employers added 130,000
Source: SalesFuel - Manage Smarter.
jobs, further stoking recession fears and strengthening the
Federal Reserve’s argument for another cut in interest
MAGNA: PODCAST AD SPEND APPROACHES $1B
rates this month, USA Today reports.
Podcasting is poised to become a billion-dollar ad category,
The unemployment rate was unchanged at 3.7 percent,
according to new estimates published by IPG Mediabrands’ just above a 50-year low, the Labor Department said
Magna unit. The research and marketplace intelligence unit last week. Economists surveyed by Bloomberg expected
projects U.S. podcast ad spending will reach $960 million 160,000 job gains.
next year and will top $1 billion in 2022.
Further dimming the employment outlook: Payroll gains
While podcast advertising doesn’t threaten to supplant for June and July combined were revised down by 20,000.
conventional radio ad spending, it’s growing rapidly while
Payroll growth has slowed to an average monthly pace of
Magna projects radio ad growth will begin contracting next 158,000 this year from 223,000 in 2018, though last year’s
year, and for the foreseeable future, MediaPost reports.
figures are expected to be revised down substantially based
Currently, Magna estimates podcast advertising represents on a recent preliminary estimate. A low unemployment rate
a 3 percent share of the $16.2 billion U.S. “audio” ad has made it harder for employers to find qualified workers.
marketplace, but will comprise an 8.2 percent share by
Also, the economy has slowed from its brisk pace last
2022.
year because of the fading impact of tax cuts and spending
increases, a trade war with China and sluggish economies
ACCOUNT ACTION
in other nations.
Diageo has called a global media review as it seeks to
be “at the forefront of media planning and data-driven SATURDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY
marketing,” Campaign US reports. The drinks giant, one of
the world’s top advertisers and one that spends more than
$2.4 billion a year on marketing, has contacted all of the
large agency groups about pitching for the media planning
and buying account. Dentsu Aegis Network’s Carat
retained the bulk of the business when Diageo last held
a major international review in 2016. Diageo owns many
of the world’s biggest alcohol brands, including Guinness,
Johnnie Walker, Smirnoff and Tanqueray.
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